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No one ever questions the value of analyzing tragedy, but skepticism about
breaking down comedy is a strangely enduring prejudice. Blame E.B. White.
“Humor can be dissected, as a frog can,” he memorably groused, “but the thing dies
in the process and the innards are discouraging to any but the purely scientific
mind.”

It’s a nice joke, but considering the proliferation of hot takes, reporting and
podcast chatter about comedy, he underestimated the interest. More important:
That frog isn’t so frail. The flourishing of debate and discussion about the art of
humor, a distinguishing hallmark of the current comedy boom, actually represents
a sign of artistic health.

In the past decade, there have been several superb history books about
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comedy, including William Knoedelseder’s “I’m Dying Up Here” and Richard
Zoglin’s biography of Bob Hope, “Hope,” but none will entertain comedy nerds as
much as Kliph Nesteroff’s THE COMEDIANS: Drunks, Thieves, Scoundrels
and the History of American Comedy (Grove, $28).

Nesteroff is a former stand-up comic whose arcana-rich Twitter account has
made him a popular online presence. His sprawling and savvy book should burnish
his reputation. It’s a serious history without a trace of self- seriousness, comedy’s
answer to Luc Sante’s “Low Life.”

His descriptions of legends are as blunt as backstage gossip; Ed Sullivan comes
off as a dim jerk, and Jack Paar a virulent homophobe. His prose is often colloquial
and punchy in a manner that matches the subject matter. “Dean Martin was a
struggling crooner with a massive schnoz,” begins a typical section.

While he leans more on history than on criticism, Nesteroff does nicely evoke the
distinct styles of long-ago comedians, often by making the most unlikely
connections. He says the under-the-breath delivery of Bert Williams, the most
famous black star of the 1920s, was like that of Jim Gaffigan, a popular, family-
friendly star today.

Nesteroff stuffs his chapters with obscure trivia and arguments that challenge
common wisdom. Did you know that the Mafia, according to one source, was
responsible for the term “stand-up comic”? Or that Buddy Hackett was known as
the dirtiest comic in the business? Nesteroff punctures the myth that getting
booked by Johnny Carson on “The Tonight Show” would make your career; calls
the Catskills scene overrated; and makes a persuasive case for the greatness of
Shecky Greene, who has become shorthand for a kind of outdated Vegas style. His
book also reveals his strange preferences, among them a rather cursory
appreciation of the legacy of Steve Allen, the first host of “The Tonight Show.” This
is no traditional history, and Nesteroff’s oddball passions can send him down some
strange tangents, like a rather long consideration of whether Groucho Marx took
LSD.

The book’s thematic obsessions reflect an unsentimental, raised-eyebrow
sensibility. Nesteroff never misses a chance to point out how a comic stole jokes —
you finish this book wondering if any great comic wasn’t a thief — and the way he



traces the influence of advertising and the fear of technology on the evolution of
comedy is fascinating.

But Nesteroff’s real bias is toward the lost star and the overlooked gem.
Instead of dedicating space to Joan Rivers and Phyllis Diller, he focuses on Jean
Carroll, a female comic who predates them both. Everyone knows Don Rickles, but
what about Jack E. Leonard, the insult comic Rickles supposedly stole his act
from? Nesteroff not only reminds us of these artists but follows them to their often
sad and lonely ends. Through his elegiac attention, these forgotten comedians
become almost romantic figures, the stars of a secret history of laughter.

If the comedy boom of the 1980s had a major advantage over the current one,
it may have been the cartoonist Gary Larson. No one has replaced the brilliance of
“The Far Side,” the one-image strip that delivered reliably inspired one-liners along
with clever absurdist images. Fans will, however, find some solace in Judah
Friedlander’s collection, IF THE RAINDROPS UNITED: Drawings and
Cartoons (Hachette, $16.99). The work is dirtier and nowhere near as
artistically assured, but Friedlander’s skewed jokes evoke that landmark comic’s
better than any strip does today.

Friedlander is best known for his role as the nerdy writer with a signature
baseball cap on “30 Rock,” where he played a soft-spoken version of his longtime
stand-up persona, a preposterously confident buffoon dispensing self-aggrandizing
advice, political solutions and a bizarre brand of self-help. His nickname, often
plastered on his shirt or cap, is World Champion.

So it’s something of a surprise to find this new work so whimsical, sly and
modest. In rough illustrations that appear to have been dashed off on a bar napkin,
he creates little cracked worlds with a simple image and a few words. These are
silly jokes with a hint of the macabre, like the rabbit running across a field with the
skeleton of a human foot for good luck around his neck. Another drawing reveals a
man in a sink covered in plates, a fork stuck through his hand, with the caption:
“Then one night, the dishes did Jeffrey.”

George Carlin did not have a cartoonish onstage persona, but he did manage
the feat of becoming one of the greatest and most prolific comedians of all time
without ever letting the audience really get to know him. His work was cerebral,



rarely delving into his personal life, which makes the sensitively observed portrait
A CARLIN HOME COMPANION: Growing Up With George (St.
Martin’s, $26.99) — written by his daughter, Kelly Carlin — seem like an
introduction to an old friend.

It offers a history of his career and his life from the perspective of a devoted
but cleareyed daughter, but is most interesting as a character portrait.

Carlin was a provocative radical onstage in several different eras (in the 1980s,
I once saw him tell an abortion joke that made two rows of a crowd exit; he seemed
pleased), but here he comes off as a loving family man sometimes conflicted about
his own obsessive work ethic.

Apart from the drugs and the fame, the Carlins’ home life, full of domestic
spats and money concerns, appears remarkably mundane. Kelly writes about the
family dynamics unblinkingly, and while the book is clearly a deeply felt love letter
to her dad, there are hints of the dark side of being raised by a celebrity truth-
teller. When she sees her father praise her to Jay Leno, she writes: “That’s when I
knew for sure that he was so proud of me — because he said it on TV.”

Outspoken conservatives have long been a minority in comedy, particularly in
the mainstream media, which provided an opportunity for P.J. O’Rourke, who for
decades cornered the market for prominent right-wing humorists. His status might
have made him defensive, because if his wry essays have a mission statement,
judging by the over-800-page collection THROWN UNDER THE OMNIBUS
(Atlantic Monthly, $30), it’s this: Starchy Republicanism is really, really fun.

O’Rourke began this project at National Lampoon, the comedy magazine that
became the farm team for the original “Saturday Night Live.” He was editor in chief
during the Carter administration and, in the spirit of contrarianism, wrote about a
political type he called the “pants-down Republican” (later rebranded as the
“Republican Party Reptile”) who “look like Republicans and think like
conservatives,” but “drive a lot faster and keep vibrators and baby oil and a video
camera behind the stack of sweaters on the bedroom closet shelf.”

Once he left the Lampoon, O’Rourke became a frequent writer for Rolling
Stone and The Atlantic, where his essays and foreign dispatches positioned him as



a kind of gonzo William F. Buckley. In his yarns, liberals were always aging,
tedious and boring. He might lash government for waste and inefficiency, but “the
real problem,” he writes, “is that government is boring.”

For O’Rourke, who repeatedly reminds his reader of his old beatnik days, there
appears to be no greater sin. The problem with the news media isn’t a liberal slant.
It’s dullness. O’Rourke can explain anything by a careful accounting of its fun,
including the American Revolution (“Their beef with Triple George?” he writes of
the colonists. “He was no fun”) and the Cold War. The Russians “may have had the
soldiers and the warheads and the fine-sounding ideology that suckered the college
students and nitwit third worlders,” he writes, “but we had all the fun.”

O’Rourke packages his “Bill and Ted” worldview inside a florid, often witty
style that apes Robert Benchley more than a talk radio host. But make no mistake:
He’s the antecedent of today’s television populists, not to mention the red-state
phenomenon Larry the Cable Guy. His best comic essays lean, at heart, on
politically incorrect jokes and xenophobia. His travels abroad inevitably lead to
confirmation of Ugly American stereotypes. The French are snooty. And the
Koreans, wouldn’t you know it, they really do all look alike.

His funniest work was in the 1980s, when he employed the ironic pose of early
“Late Night With David Letterman”: Halfway serious, indulging in Cold War
triumphalism while gently mocking it at the same time. “We’re the big boys, Jack,”
he says in a burp of macho, knowing patriotism, “the original, giant, economy-
sized, new and improved butt kickers of all time.”

In recent decades, O’Rourke travels less and strokes his chin more, his style
shifting from a jocular right-wing foreign correspondent to a novice public
intellectual. He writes earnest explications of the economic theories of Adam Smith
and belligerent defenses of the Iraq War. He makes fewer references to drugs and
girls and more to W.H. Auden and Thoreau. That may be age or perhaps a sign of
the times, since in the era of the Tea Party and Donald Trump, the backdrop of his
comedy — that many assume conservatives are establishmentarian squares —
seems outdated.

For at least one generation of Americans, Monty Python is the quintessential
English comedy troupe, but it’s often forgotten that one of its critical members,



Terry Gilliam, grew up in Minnesota. In his very funny new book, GILLIAM -
ESQUE: A Pre-Posthumous Memoir (Harper Design/HarperCollins,
$40), a memoir as chaotic and irresistible as his animation, Gilliam plays up his
outsider status, describing himself as the barbarian of the group, a counterweight
to the Oxbridge-trained British wits. “They had a vacancy for an id,” as he puts it.

Gilliam begins by confessing that he set out to make a refined coffee-table
book, and it still has the look of a high-end production, with photography artfully
integrated into the text and vivid graffiti scrawled on the volume’s page edges
declaring ME ME ME. But this book turned into more of an impressionistic
autobiography full of gossip, pet theories and comedy influences. Gilliam has a
good story to tell, since he has been something of a comedy Zelig, who moved from
the vibrant underground comics scene in the 1960s to London, where he joined the
seminal show “Monty Python’s Flying Circus,” and then to a Hollywood where he
built a new reputation as the dark, imaginative auteur of eccentric fantasies like
“Time Bandits,” “Brazil” and “12 Monkeys.”

Gilliam hung out in Harlem with Robert Crumb and was mentored by the Mad
magazine editor Harvey Kurtzman. Gilliam is an undiplomatic name-dropper,
which is exactly the quality you want in a Hollywood memoirist. He will tell you
how he turned down Stanley Kubrick’s offer to do animated titles for “A Clockwork
Orange,” and he nurses an amusingly bitter grudge against Steven Spielberg, whom
he mocks multiple times — for, among other reasons, buckling under studio
pressure on “E.T.” and stealing a shot from “Brazil.” His collaborators aren’t free
from ridicule either, particularly Terry Jones, who co-directed “Holy Grail” with
him. He jokes that they did one Python reunion because of Jones’s mortgage
payments.

Gilliam is most articulate on his influences, including Disneyland, which he
describes as a kind of artisanal theme park. His praise of the craftsmanship and
imagination of its rides is even more effusive than Steve Martin’s in his memoir,
though as Gilliam gets older he comes to see the park’s “subliminal
Auschwitzness.”

Gilliam got involved with Python through John Cleese, whom he met working
on a satirical magazine, and he says the cultural differences could be an issue,



since, as an American, he could miss the rest of the group’s shared references. He
also says he was simply not as verbal as the rest. “Some of the violence in my
Monty Python animations would come at my frustration at not being able to
express myself as clearly as everyone else,” he writes. He adds that while Eric Idle
liked the flamboyance of his work, Michael Palin and Terry Jones were slower to
embrace him. But he does not go into detail on the making of sketches and movies.
“If you want chapter and verse on the hour and day everything happened,” he
writes, “you’d probably be better off reading Michael Palin’s diaries.”

As it happens, Michael Palin’s TRAVELLING TO WORK: Diaries 1988-
1998 (Thomas Dunne/St. Martin’s, $35), the third installment of his
published journals, could do with fewer verses. It’s a tome stuffed full of meetings
with peers, gripes about critics and the kind of gossip that would never go viral.
Palin comes off as Gilliam’s temperamental opposite: thoughtful, amused, more
superego than id. Palin discusses his movies with wry resignation, the kind of
literary sighs that British actors have been making about Hollywood for ages.

Whereas Gilliam pokes fun at the Python industry, Palin discusses the group,
and much else, with sober intent. Over the course of the decade covered in this
book, Graham Chapman, one of the members of Python, becomes ill and
eventually dies, and this is treated movingly. But even here, Gilliam steals focus. In
one entry, he and Palin meet a sickly-looking Chapman not long before his death.
In the aftermath, Palin describes an “air of doom about him.” Then he segues into
Gilliam’s response, which is to point out that being the only homosexual and
alcoholic member of Python was not enough for Mr. Chapman: “He wants to be the
first to die as well!”

Jason Zinoman, who writes the On Comedy column for The Times, is the author of
“Shock Value: How a Few Eccentric Outsiders Gave Us Nightmares, Conquered
Hollywood and Invented Modern Horror.”

A version of this review appears in print on December 6, 2015, on Page BR58 of the Sunday Book Review
with the headline: Humor.
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